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Kitten Deposit Receipt
(
) kitten is being reserved via deposit by said buyer.
This is to certify that
The purpose of the deposit is to ensure the buyer's intent to purchase one kitten.
For Breeder to fill in:
The Persian Kitten is being purchased as a pet with a spay/neuter contract and will receive the CFA registration
papers upon compliance
The buyer is joining the VIP Waiting List
The following information that is to be determined upon
#
the birth of the kitten and will be indicated by checking the box ( TBD
) at which time this form will be
updated/revised with the changes highlighted and dated in a different color for each change/update.
The buyer has indicated the following preferences:
Facial Structure: Peke-Face

Doll-Face

Sex: M F

Color Choice:

Note:

The buyer has chosen kitten named
Kitten's Date of Birth:
Kitten's Sire:

TBD

Litter Identification:

TBD

Dam:

TBD

Purchase Price of Kitten:

$

NON Refundable Deposit:

$

TBD

TBD

TBD

Method of payment
date

Add'l nonrefundable pmts. $
(not required)

date

$
date

$
date

Deposit is deducted from the final purchase price.
Final amount due, including additional fees (if applicable) will be indicated on actual contract.
Deposit may be deferred to any other VIP list if (only if) an opening is available.
It is implied that you understand any money put forth towards the purchase of a kitten is nonrefundable whether
or not the TOA doc. is signed.
* Possibly loose your "spot" on the VIP list if the Reservation Terms of Agreement is not signed within 48 hours.

*
*
*
*

BUYER INFORMATION:
Name:
Address:
Contact number:

e-mail address:
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Reservation Terms of Agreement
* Buyer understands and agrees that their name WILL NOT be added to the VIP list until the Reservation Terms of
Agreement is signed and returned to KCPC.
* Buyer understands and agrees that the total purchase price of the kitten is subject to change
depending on the additional fees added at the time Kitten Contract is signed. These additional fees
may include a delivery fee, carrier cost, etc. and will be noted on the contract.
* The reserved kitten will not be released to the new owner until the purchase price (including additional fees)
is paid in full by the time the kitten is 12 weeks. If the full amount is not paid in full prior to this time limit,
the terms of the agreement are null and void. The deposit will NOT be refunded and will be considered
payment for boarding, grooming, feeding and lost opportunity for placement.
* The above kitten is being held for the buyer, no other deposit will be accepted on said kitten.
* Buyer understand that Kitty Cature Persian Cattery, LLC cannot guarantee color, sex, price or facial features of
unborn litters and/or the possibility that there will be enough kittens born. If buyer has put forth a deposit hinging
on any of the these possibilities, the deposit will be deferred to another VIP list of the buyers choice. Buyer is not
entitled to a refund.
* Buyer understands that KCPC will send 3 pictures (4w, 6w & 8w-10w) It is impossible to send pics on demand.
* Buyer understands that any and all monies submitted towards the purchase of a kitten will NOT be refunded
should the buyer change his/her mind for any reason, including emotionally-weighted reasons or "Buyers
Remorse", however a Kitten Credit for the amount paid, excluding the deposit will be credited towards the
purchase of a future kitten. The Kitten Credit will expire in one year from the date the Reservation Terms of
Agreement is signed
* Breeder reserves the right not to sell said kitten for any reason with the understanding that the deposit
will be refunded in full.
* If, through an act of nature or other unforeseen reasons, said kitten which was "reserved" becomes unavailable
(i.e., medical conditions or death of kitten), Seller agrees to provide Buyer with a Kitten Credit for the full amount
paid, towards a replacement kitten. The Buyer can expect a kitten of "like-quality and price" from either an
existing litter or from an upcoming litter.
* If, for some unforeseen reason the "reserved" kitten develops any health issue or physical abnormalities during the
waiting period (birth to pick-up date) .The Seller will replace the kitten with the first available kitten or the Buyer
will have the option to join an existing VIP list There is no exception to a situation of this manner and does not
entitle the Buyer to a refund of any monies put forth towards the purchase of the kitten.
* If for some unforeseen reason the Dam of the expected litter has a miscarriage or becomes unable to produce
kittens as predicted, The Buyers deposit and all payments (monies) submitted will be deferred to another VIP list
of the Buyers choice. There is no exception to a situation of this manner and does not entitle the Buyer to a refund
of any monies put forth towards the purchase of the kitten.
* Any expense involving transporting the kitten from Kitty Cature Persian Cattery's location, should
the Buyer not be able to pick up the kitten in person, will be at the Buyer's expense. This is not an option
unless the Seller agrees to transport the kitten to a designated location of the Sellers choice. Otherwise
the agreement will be deemed null and void if the kitten is not picked up by the twelfth (12) week of
of birth. If the Seller agrees to make other arrangements, it will be in writing and not a verbal agreement.
* You must have a face to face meeting with the breeder before finalizing the transfer of kitten. This assures
compliance with The United States Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service.
* Deposit can be made only one of following ways: personal checks (not final pmt.), Zellepay, Square Cash and
Venmo ONLY
* Buyer understands the Terms of Agreement is not proof of purchase only proof that a NON-refundable
deposit has been received and you the Buyer and the Seller have entered into an agreement.
Signature (breeder):
Darlene McNeill, Pres. (seller/breeder) of Kitty Cature Persian Cattery, LLC

Signature (buyer):
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